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Reality is One totally integrated material and energetic vibrating whole.
Everything – including complex material entities like humans and planets – exist

entirely within this whole.
As individual humans, from the time we are conceived to the time we die and

transition into dust, we never have been and never will be separate.

Vibration is change, and Everything is changing all the time within the whole.

At human scale, our material  and energetic “parts” at all levels of complexity are
constantly being interchanged in the whole as the whole vibrates.

This is true for our sloughed skin cells as well as for our bodies as a whole.  If
we lose a limb, it is part of this constant interchange.

Death is an artificial point in this ongoing interchange process.  There never was
a beginning; and there never will be an end.  There is only continuous flow.

We have no reason to consider this ongoing interchange process at any level in
terms of the standard version of reincarnation – which requires separation.

We have always been part of everything with our every material particle and
energetic field participating in the ongoing interchange vibration process
within the whole.  Separation is impossible.

If we view interchange itself as reincarnation, we are being reincarnated and
contributing to the reincarnation of other “entities” all the time.

We exist as complex entities within the totally integrated vibrating whole, and
through use of our developed intuitive faculties, we have access to any
other “part” of “ourselves” at any time within this whole.

Knowing ourselves as another “expression” of ourselves in the whole is always
an option – whether this “expression” is a tree, flower, another human
being, or the cosmos.  We can even connect to the degree that we
“manifest” this other expression.  This is our intuitive faculty within our
consciousness at work accessing the subjective experience of reality.

Unfortunately, within some otherwise sophisticated spirituality traditions, some of
the more extreme results of our intuitive faculty at work get misinterpreted
as full blown reincarnation.

This contention is groundless, unnecessary, and even counter productive.

The spiritual goal is enlightenment, not to live multiple lives to “earn” the right to
“dwell” there.  Enlightenment is not a terminus for the “soul” – a heaven.


